
MAXFLOW ™ 73mm MASS AIR METER
Installation Instructions

1. Disconnect the battery to prevent possible damage to
the electrical system and to reset the computer. The
engine idle characteristics may be affected initially if
this is not done.

2. Disconnect the wire connector from the stock mass
air flow (MAF) sensor. Remove the sensor from the
stock MAF by removing the two fasteners on top.

Carefully lift the sensor and O-ring out of the MAF and
set aside. Be careful not to damage the prongs or
wires.

3. Place the sensor with the O-ring into the MAXFLOW™
unit with a twisting motion and secure using the
existing screws.

4. Remove the MAF bracket mounting bolts from the
shock tower. Loosen the clamp at the throttle body
and release the four clips on the factory air filter
housing cover. Lift the complete intake duct assembly,
including the cover and throttle body duct, out of the
engine compartment. This allows easy reassembly of
the intake tract outside of the car. If the vehicle is
equipped with a Vortech supercharger, proceed in a
similar manner by removing the Vortech air filter
assembly.

5. Separate from the rubber ducts and remove the stock
MAF from the bracket and replace it with the
MAXFLOW™ and secure with the stockn bolts.
Reassemble the intake duct assembly and reinstall it
in the vehicle.

6. Refit the wire connector to the MAXFLOW™ and
reconnect the battery.
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NOTE: Some units have anti-tamper Torx type
socket screws. A special adapter bit is included
for removal of these fasteners.

NOTE: Vortech Engineering, Inc. is not
responsible or liable for any damage to the
factory sensor or computer due to improper
handling during installation. Read the
instructions thoroughly prior to beginning
installation. For additional information and/
or technical support, call Vortech.

Vortech Engineering
1650 Pacific Ave.
Channel Islands, CA 93033-9901
(805) 247-0226
http://www.vortecheng.com


